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Abstract
Designing and manufacturing high-strength, low-weight parts with enhanced impact resistance is
highly sought after in the transportation industry. The most common methods to improve strengthto-weight ratios of impact targets is a composite material composition or a favorable geometric design. An alternative method to improve impact performance is functionally gradient mechanical
properties in a single material by hybrid additive stacking. In this study, low-velocity impact tests
were conducted on hybrid stacked 1070 steel plates where individual layers were subjected to shot
peening (SP) to functionally grade mechanical properties. Hybrid additive stacking refers to secondarily processing preferential layers within a stacked build volume by cold working to achieve favorable compressive residual stresses and localized work hardening. Incorporating SP on preferential
layer intervals during stacking is a radically different approach to increase the strength-to-weight
ratio and impact performance of metals. Cold working individual layers by peening achieves functionally gradient mechanical properties in a single material without the need for multimaterial composite manufacturing. The objective of this work was to investigate the impact strength and energy
absorption from stacking shot-peened and non-shot-peened layers to form a hybrid target. Identifying favorable stacking sequences provides insight on how to design a hybrid structure that incorporates a mechanical surface treatment (e.g., shot peening) to outperform conventional and composite
targets. Results showed energy absorption improved by incorporating stacked shot-peened layers
and was dependent on the sequence. The improvement in impact performance was attributed to the
shot-peening induced compressive residual stresses and increased friction incorporated within predefined layers.
Keywords: impact, peening, hybrid manufacturing, design
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1. Introduction
Designing and manufacturing components with the ability to absorb energy while also
providing high strength and low weight is a current challenge. The transportation industry
is seeking advanced manufacturing and materials technologies that reduce the total lifecycle energy cost of fabricated metal products while providing impact resistance. Transportation components are routinely exposed to impact events from severe weather. The
primary goal for transportation components is to design and manufacture lightweight
structures that better minimize impact damage while protecting users and occupants. It is
important that damage below a predefined threshold does not shorten the part or product’s lifecycle.
The most effective method to reduce energy consumption is to decrease weight. One
approach to decreasing weight while improving impact performance is the use of metalpolymer composites [1]. However, manufacturing challenges associated with injection
molding along with substandard mechanical properties limits current use. Another approach for lightweighting is sandwiched honeycomb structures [2]. Structural performance and integrated honeycomb assemblies remain a manufacturing challenge [3].
Further, the 2.5-dimensional aspects of honeycomb structures introduces design limitations that hinders performance. Additive manufacturing (i.e., 3D printing) circumvents
most design and manufacturing challenges. Tools such as topology optimization coupled
with additive manufacturing have proven effective for light weighting. However, mechanical properties and subsequent impact performance are print “recipe” dependent. An alternative approach to improve impact performance in the transportation industry that
avoids challenges from integrating composite materials, honeycomb structures, and print
recipe dependence is a hybrid manufacturing technique that combines the concept of
layer-based manufacturing with secondary mechanical surface treatments [4].
Producing parts with the desired impact properties can be achieved using the concept
of an alternating layer sequence of different mechanical properties, which results in a functionally gradient material (FGM) [5–10]. These FGMs have the capability to perform better
under impact and ballistic environments because of their enhanced mechanical properties
(e.g., elasticity, toughness, fracture strength, and energy absorption) throughout the part’s
volume. A functionally graded target can absorb more energy before damage and failure
occurs [11]. The challenge becomes merging the objectives of reducing energy consumption with improving impact performance using next generation design and manufacturing
techniques.
The innovation in this work is a novel hybrid additive stacking method to fabricate
high strength-to-weight ratio impact materials that improve fuel efficiency in the transportation industry. This hybrid approach couples layer-based manufacturing with surface
treatment technology to produce favorable 3D mechanical properties throughout the entire build volume. Imagine being able to manufacture parts with the exact mechanical
properties desired, layer by layer, without needing a secondary material or complex internal geometry.
One promising surface treatment is shot peening (SP). SP plastically deforms metals
with a stochastically dispersed stream of high-velocity beads that improve strength and
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hardness. Peening has proven effective at changing surface integrity in components to enhance fatigue life and corrosion resistance [12–14]. However, the influence of shot peening
on impact resistance and energy absorption has not been fully explored because of limited
penetration depth as an external surface treatment. The beneficial effects of shot peening
typically extend only a few millimeters below the surface. With hybrid additive stacking,
shot peening can be performed on preferential layer intervals to manipulate the global impact response of a target. Application of peening throughout the build process permits
tailoring the interior material characteristics of the structure to increase performance without the need for postprocessing. Better impact protection is feasible by varying the target
material’s elasticity, toughness, fracture strain, and energy absorption and has been
demonstrated in polymers [15, 16].
The objective of this work was to investigate the influence of stacking sequence of SP
and non-SP layers on a hybrid target’s impact strength and energy absorption. The primary hypothesis of the proposed work is that parts manufactured by hybrid stacking have
increased energy absorption and decreased peak force compared to a nonhybrid target.
The measure of success will be a quantifiable change in the peak force and restitution. This
investigation will provide insight on how to design a hybrid manufacturing process that
incorporates a mechanical surface treatment and identifies a stacking sequence that performs better when subjected to low-velocity impacts. This work examines drop-weight impact tests on stacked shot-peened 1070 steel Almen strip targets. The impact behavior of
this particular material with different stacking sequences were then analyzed from an energy perspective by means of two metrics: impact acceleration and restitution. The dropweight impact tests were conducted choosing one level of impact velocity and impactor
mass.
2. Experimental procedure
An experimental investigation on nonuniform, low-velocity impact of stacked 1070 steel
Almen strip plates (Fig. 1) was conducted to determine the influence of integrating shotpeened layers within the stacking sequence on energy absorption. It was hypothesized that
the compressive residual stresses and work hardening provided by the shot-peened layers
would increase the energy absorption of a hybrid-stacked target. Almen strips are standardized plates used to quantify the intensity of shot peening.

Figure 1. 1070 steel Almen strips: (a) individual strips and (b) stacked and clamped strips
with intermittent peened layers.
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It is important to mention that stacked Almen strips containing shot-peened layers
were not subjected to thermal cancellation from the addition of subsequent layers, as
would be the case in additive manufacturing. That is, none of the residual stresses or work
hardening imparted by shot peening was relaxed from heat generated by adding subsequent layers on a previously shot-peened layer. Thermal cancellation of favorable mechanical properties using this approach in additive manufacturing is expected to influence the
energy absorption capability [17].
2.1. Shot peening
Shot peening (SP) is a localized cold-working surface treatment used mainly to improve
the fatigue life of metallic components. SP impinges a target with stochastically dispersed,
high-velocity steel or ceramic beads. The impact pressure is sufficient to cause plastic deformation that results in compressive residual stresses and a work-hardened layer [18, 19].
One face of each “S” Almen strip was shot peened for 2 min using glass beads. Coverage was approximately 95%. The diameter of the beads was between 0.4 mm and 0.6 mm.
The air pressure was 80 psi, and the nozzle was 100 mm from the target. After shot peening,
the average deflection at the center of the Almen strip was 0.46 ± 0.02 mm (Fig. 2) indicating
compressive residual stress was imparted within the sample. Deflection was measured by
an Almen gage (Model: TSP-3) of 1 μm resolution manufactured by Electronics Inc.

Figure 2. Deflection of (a) as-received (“N”) and (b) shot-peened (“S”) Almen strips.

2.2. Stacked Almen strip sequences
Impact targets consisted of 16 stacked Almen strips of SAE 1070 steel (Type N-1S) from
Electronics Inc. Three different hybrid stacking sequences were compared against a
stacked control sample (Fig. 3). The red or “S” layers indicated a shot-peened Almen strip.
Gray or “N” layers were as-received non-shot-peened Almen strips. The three hybrid
stacking sequences were S/NNN (total of 4 shot-peened strips), S/NN (total of 6 shotpeened strips), and S/N (total of 8 shot-peened strips). The stiffness of these target surfaces
varies based on the number of shot-peened layers and the sequence.
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Figure 3. Configuration of stacked 1070 steel Almen strips with intermittent shot-peened
layers: (a) non–shot peened, (b) sequence A (S/NNN), (c) sequence B (S/NN), and (d) sequence C (S/N). “S” indicates shot peened and “N” indicates non–shot peened.

Each individual Almen strip measured 76.10 mm (length) by 19 mm (width) by 0.798
mm (thickness). Two steel c-shaped clamps secured the stacked strips and minimized the
gap between layers in order to avoid any spring effects from stacking as shown in Figure
1(b). Once stacked, the thickness of the impact targets were 12.77 mm. The thickness of
stacked strips was measured with calipers across the length of the sample with no observable deviations. Therefore, damping due to spring compression of a peened strip was assumed to be negligible.
2.3. Impact test
A monorail uniaxial drop tower manufactured by Cadex Inc. was used for low-velocity
impact tests to assess energy absorption of hybrid targets. More information regarding
uniaxial drop towers can be found in [20]. The drop tower consisted of the following components: (a) a stiff guided free-falling mass (ball arm) of 0.631 kg that served as the impactor; (b) a uniaxial accelerometer (Model: 44A_00_BCAB) with 5000 Gs capacity
mounted within the ball arm at the center of gravity; (c) a flat 125 mm diameter steel anvil
with a thickness of 24 mm; (d) a time gate that measured the drop velocity prior to impact;
(e) a Cadex load cell assembly (model: 430_00_LCEL) of 25 kN capacity to measure impact
force; and (f) a digital acquisition system. The tower also contained a rebound brake assembly to prevent multiple impacts. The drop carriage in the monorail tower connected to
the impactor (ball arm) through a hook. Once the carriage reached the preferred drop
height, a switch released the hook and allowed the impactor to freefall toward the target.
Since the impactor’s shape was a ball, the deformation was nonuniform and aligned to
impact the center of the target. The impactor setup and the anvil employed in this study
mounted to the uniaxial monorail drop tower as shown in Figure 4. The drop height, drop
weight, and drop velocity were 0.5 m, 0.631 kg, and 3 m/s, respectively. Each impact test
was repeated six times for each stacking sequence, totaling 24 experiments. The acceleration, load cell, and restitution data were recorded every 30 μs.
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Figure 4. Nonuniform impact tests using a Cadex uniaxial monorail drop tower.

3. Surface integrity
Surface integrity of a control (no peening) and shot-peened 1070 steel Almen strip were
investigated to further relate the effect of surface roughness, hardness, and residual stress
with impact performance and energy absorption. Characterization of surface topography,
microhardness, and residual stress is discussed in the following sections.
3.1. Surface topography
Keyence laser scanning microscope VK-X200K was used to measure the 3D surface topography of control and shot-peened samples to assess the role friction may have played between peened and control layers on the resulting impact performance. The laser
microscope performed noncontact surface profilometry to measure an area of approximately 1.43 × 1.43 mm2 with a magnification of 10×. The arithmetic mean surface roughness
(Ra), root-mean-square roughness (Rq), maximum peak height (Rp), and maximum valley
depth (Rv) were analyzed after scanning. Topography was analyzed using VK-Analyzer
software.
Figure 5 shows the surface topography profile of the control (no peening) and shotpeened Almen strips. The control strip reveals a typical surface profile after machining
with a vertical lay. The shot-peened strip did not exhibit a well-defined pattern. The surface topography metrics are compared in Figure 6. It was observed that Ra did not increase
with applying shot peening. This suggests that the effect of roughness and friction between
stacked strips on energy absorption is minimal due to the limited change in roughness
values resulted from shot peening. However, Rq showed a slight increase after peening.
Further, the peak height increased approximately 40% after shot peening. These measures
suggest friction may play a role in energy dissipation of stacked Almen strips.
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Figure 5. 3D topography profiles of (a) control and (b) shot-peened Almen strips.

Figure 6. Arithmetic mean (Ra), root-mean-square roughness (Rq), max valley height
(Rp), and max valley depth (Rv) of a control and peened 1070 steel Almen strips.
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3.2. Microhardness
The Vickers hardness test was used to measure the change in surface hardness of shotpeened compared to a control 1070 steel Almen strips. Microhardness tests were performed using a 200 series Wilson Tukon Microindentor. In this test, A load of 9.8 N (1000
gf) with dwell time of 10 s was applied along the length of the control and peened strips.
The surface hardness for control and peened samples is indicated in Figure 7. It was observed that shot peening the surface of the 1070 steel Almen strip increased the hardness
of the surface by about 10%. Thus, this suggests that the accumulation effect of peening a
surface with higher intensity or pressure could improve the impact resistance and performance of a component. This 10% increase is only for one Almen strip (layer); therefore,
upon stacking several peened layers (Almen strip) this effect of hardness incrementally
influences energy absorption upon low-velocity impact.

Figure 7. Vicker’s microhardness of control (no peening) and shot-peened Almen strips.

4. Impact results
The effect of hybrid stacked Almen strips on the impact acceleration and restitution was
investigated. Table 1 identifies the average values for hybrid sequences A, B, and C as well
as the non–shot peened control. Hybrid stacked samples were found to be statistically different from the control target as well as among various stacking sequences. The postimpact
rebound height (hr) for the four targets is shown in Figure 8.
Table 1. Nonuniform drop tower impact of shot-peened Almen strips
Impact acceleration
Measured (g)

Theoretical
(g)

Restitution
(%)

Non–shot peened

481 ± 12

548

53.2 ± 0.9

Seq. A (S/NNN)

446 ± 52

542

47.4 ± 1.4

Seq. B (S/NN)

409 ± 57

507

33.4 ± 8.3

Seq. C (S/N)

511 ± 23

492

23.0 ± 2.6

Experiment
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Figure 8. Sequences post-impact behavior.

4.1. Impact acceleration
The impact acceleration response depended on the deformation, vibration, and reflection
of the impactor-target system, which was primarily influenced by the stiffness and geometry of the target. The results below present the peak impact acceleration and temporal
acceleration responses from impacting the ball arm on hybrid stacked Almen strips.
4.1.1. Peak impact acceleration
The peak impact acceleration (apeak) is a measure of the shock in g-force experienced by the
accelerometer mounted within the ball arm’s center of gravity and is given by Equation
(1). The faster the object changes from a downward velocity to an upward velocity, the
greater the peak impact acceleration.
𝜋𝜋

𝑔𝑔

𝑎𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 = � (ℎ𝑑𝑑 + ℎ𝑟𝑟 )
𝑇𝑇 2

(1)

From Equation (1), the peak impact acceleration is primarily dependent on two factors:
(1) the square root of the drop and rebound heights and (2) the inverse of the pulse width;
shorter pulse widths result in higher accelerations. The drop height (hd) is the pre-impact
distance from the bottom of the impactor to the surface of the target. The rebound height
(hr) is the post-impact height as measured from the target’s surface to the bottom of the
impactor as depicted in Figure 9(a). The pulse width of the impact (T) is the width of the
initial peak acceleration verses time curve (Fig. 9(b)), and it is dependent on the shape and
material properties of the impactor and the target’s surface.
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Figure 9. (a) Schematic representation of the pre- and post-impact heights and (b) a representative plot of acceleration versus time from drop impact testing.

Derivation of Peak Acceleration. Acceleration is defined as the rate of change of velocity
(a = Δv/Δt). The term Δv is the change from the initial and final velocities, and Δt is the
impact duration. For impacts, the velocity with respect to time is represented by a sinusoidal function and is given by the following:
𝑣𝑣(𝑡𝑡) = �

𝑣𝑣1 −𝑣𝑣2
2

𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋

� cos � � + �
𝑇𝑇

𝑣𝑣1 +𝑣𝑣2
2

(2)

�

The derivative of the velocity yields the acceleration function with respect to time:
𝑎𝑎(𝑡𝑡) =

𝑑𝑑

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

𝑣𝑣(𝑡𝑡) =

𝑑𝑑

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

��

𝑣𝑣1 −𝑣𝑣2
2

𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋

� cos � � + �
𝑇𝑇

𝑣𝑣1 +𝑣𝑣2

where the boundary conditions are given by

2

�� = �

𝑣𝑣2 −𝑣𝑣1 𝜋𝜋
2

𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋

� sin � �
𝑇𝑇

𝑇𝑇

(3)

(a) a(0) = 0
𝑇𝑇

𝜋𝜋 𝑣𝑣2 −𝑣𝑣1

(b) 𝑎𝑎 � � = �
2

(c) a(T) = 0

𝑇𝑇

2

�

hence,
𝑇𝑇

where,

𝜋𝜋 𝑣𝑣2 −𝑣𝑣1

𝑎𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 = 𝑎𝑎 � � = �
2

𝑇𝑇

2

�

𝑣𝑣1 = −�2𝑔𝑔ℎ𝑑𝑑
𝑣𝑣2 = �2𝑔𝑔ℎ𝑟𝑟

(4)

(5)
(6)

Substituting v1 and v2 into Equation (4) yields the peak impact acceleration in terms of
pulse width, drop height, and rebound height given by Equation (1).
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The experimentally measured mean peak impact acceleration for each stacking sequence is shown in Figure 10. The experiment showed that as the number of shot-peened
layers increased, the impact acceleration decreased. This trend held true except for sequence C (S/N), which resulted in a higher linear acceleration of the impactor. This may
have been attributed to increased friction from more shot-peened layers. The increased
number of layers with higher friction resulted in a higher reaction force upon impact. The
increased acceleration on Seq. C may also be explained by a higher stiffness achieved with
more peened layers. Hence, the acceleration is highly related to the stiffness of the target
surface. The large variation in error bars for Sequences A and B were likely caused by off
axis collision and nonuniform peening. This could be improved by automating the peening
process and restraining samples to a fixed location with a jig.

Figure 10. Nonuniform impact acceleration of hybrid stacked 1070 steel Almen strips.

4.1.2. Temporal acceleration response
For a better understanding of hybrid stacked shot-peened Almen strip targets, the temporal response for accelerations across sequences were compared over 5 ms of impact time.
Each stacking sequence resulted in different peaks along the 5 ms temporal profile as
shown in Figure 11. Hybrid stacked targets that included shot-peened layers damped the
impact acceleration faster than non-shot-peened Almen strip targets. Furthermore, more
hybrid layers tended to increase damping within the first 5 ms.
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Figure 11. Impact acceleration for (a) non–shot peened, (b) Seq. A (S/NNN), (c) Seq. B
(S/NN), and (d) Seq. C (S/N) stacked Almen strip targets.

The theoretical peak acceleration in Table 1 uses a pulse width corresponding to the
width of a complete peak, which was 0.97 ms. The theoretical trend contradicts with the
measured trend on Seq. C by showing a continuously decreasing peak acceleration. This is
likely attributed to the fixed pulse width assumed for theoretical values. The percent difference between theoretical and measured ranged between 4% and 20%.
4.2. Restitution
The coefficient of restitution (e) of striking objects is a fractional value representing the
ratio of velocities before and after impact. The coefficient of restitution is a measure of how
much energy is lost during collision. The restitution ranges between 0 ≤ e ≤ 1. In a perfectly
plastic collision (e = 0), the particles remain together after the collision. In a perfectly elastic
collision (e = 1), no energy is lost. The coefficient of restitution (e) is defined as
(𝑣𝑣

𝑒𝑒 = (𝑣𝑣2A

−−𝑣𝑣2B )

1A −−𝑣𝑣1B )

(7)

where v2A and v2B are final velocities of objects A and B, respectively. The terms v1A and v1B
are the initial velocities of objects A and B, respectively.
The experimentally determined mean coefficients of restitution for each stacking sequence are shown in Figure 12. The results indicated that the restitution decreased as the
number of shot-peened layers included in the stacking sequence increased. Thus, the impactor did not rebound as high on the stacked hybrid samples as it did on the control target. The rebound velocities were significantly lower because the residual stresses caused
by shot peening reduced the target’s stiffness. Two statistical outliers (out of six experiments) resulted in a relatively large standard deviation for Seq. B and was likely caused
by off axis collision or nonuniform peening.
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Figure 12. Impact restitution of hybrid stacked 1070 steel Almen strips.

4.3. Statistical analysis
Analyses of the variance (ANOVA) were carried out using Minitab software to test the null
hypothesis that no difference in the mechanical properties existed among the control and
hybrid stacked targets. One-way ANOVA with individual 95% confidence interval was
conducted to test the null hypothesis of both impact acceleration and restitution. After
completing ANOVA, Tukey’s test with 95% simultaneous confidence intervals as pairwise
comparisons were performed to observe any statistical difference between stacking sequences.
Individual one-way ANOVA for each performance metric was used to either reject or
not reject the null hypothesis that the compressive residual stresses provided by shot peening increased the energy absorption capability of hybrid stacked targets. The results of the
analyses are provided in Tables 2 and 3. If the P-value provided in the following tables is
less than Pcritical (0.05 in this study), then the null hypothesis that the mean values are not
different was rejected. That is, the individual treatments provided statistically different
outcomes. For Pvalues greater than Pcritical, the null hypothesis fails to be rejected. This means
the individual treatments did not produce statistically different results. The pooled standard deviation (S), the coefficient of determination (R-Sq), and adjusted R-squared (RSq(adj)) are provided in each table.
Table 2. One-way ANOVA of impact acceleration
Source

DF

SS

MS

F

P

7.01

0.002

Factor

3

35,134

11,711

Error

20

33,408

1,670

Total

23

68,542

Note: S = 40.87, R-Sq = 51.26%, R-Sq(adj) = 43.95%

Table 3. One-way ANOVA of restitution
Source

DF

SS

Factor

3

3,358.94

Error

20

393.8

Total

23

3,752.8

MS
1119.6
19.7

Note: S = 4.438, R-Sq = 89.51%, R-Sq(adj) = 87.93%
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Based on statistical analysis, the hybrid stacked Almen strip targets were statistically
different from the control for both acceleration and restitution. Furthermore, there were
observable differences between different stacking sequences. These differences were analyzed using Tukey’s test with an individual confidence level of 98%. Results of the Tukey’s
test are provided in Table 4.
Table 4. Tukey’s test for stacked Almen strips

Impact Acceleration: The interpretation of this underscoring is concluding that sequence
A and C did not differ from the control. Sequences A and C did not differ from each other,
yet sequence B and control differ. Sequences A and B differed from one another as well as
sequences B and C. Sequence B had a significantly higher statistical difference in impact
acceleration than any of the other sequences.
Restitution: The interpretation of this underscoring is concluding that sequence A did
not differ from the control, yet sequences B and C and control did differ. Sequences B and
C differed compared to sequence A. Furthermore, sequences B and C differed and have a
statistical difference from one another.
5. Summary and conclusions
An experimental investigation on non-uniform, low-velocity impact of stacked 1070 steel
Almen strip targets was conducted to determine the influence of integrating shot-peened
layers within the stacking sequence on energy absorption. A load cell, accelerometer, and
time gate provided impact data that were used to analyze the acceleration of the impactor
and the resulting restitution. The effect of stacking sequences was compared to a control
nonpeened target. The hybrid stacking sequences under consideration in this study were
Seq. A (S/NNN), Seq. B (S/NN), and Seq. C (S/N). The hybrid stacked sequence that offered
the lowest restitution absorbed the most energy.
All of the hybrid stacked sequences exhibited favorable performance in terms of energy
absorption compared to the control. The results indicated that more shot-peened layers
provided better energy absorption. Seq. B that had peening every third layer had the lowest impact acceleration, and Seq. C that had peening every layer had the highest reaction
force. This is most likely attributed to a stiffer target. The improvement in impact performance was attributed to shot-peened-induced compressive residual stresses and friction
incorporated within predefined layers. In conclusion, the energy absorption of a target can
be improved by incorporating enhanced shot-peened layers into the design of a hybridAM target. Future studies will examine the effects of layer sequence and friction on the
restitution and acceleration of stacked samples compared to 3D-printed targets that do not
exhibit friction between layers.
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